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Relative Frequency 

Colored billiard balls 
 

 

 

 Make the experiment that has been indicated and write down the results you get in the column corresponding to 

your group of a table like the following: 
 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 TOTAL 

Red balls        

White balls        

Black balls        

TOTAL        

How many of each color are there? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Another bag contains colored balls (red, white, black and green), but in this case, it is unknown how many balls 

there are and what colors they are. To know the percentage of balls of each color, proceed as in the previous 

activity and complete the following table, noting the color of the balls extracted and the corresponding 

frequencies: 
 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 TOTAL 

Red Balls        

White balls        

Black balls        

Green balls        

TOTAL        

How many of each color are there? 

In an opaque cloth bag, 20 balls of three different colors (red, white and black) have been introduced, but it 

is unknown how many balls are of each type. 

One way to find out is to perform 50 extractions with replacement (that is, a ball is removed from the bag, 

the color is written down and returned to the bag). 
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Relative frequency 

Colored billiard balls 
 

MATERIAL 

A CASIO fx-991EX/CLASSWIZ or similar  

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

High School 

PEDAGOGICAL AND TECHNICAL GUIDELINES 

• This activity focuses on the repeated experimentation of random situations 

and the use of relative frequency to obtain, in the first case, the number of 

balls of each color that the bag contains, and, in the second case, the 

percentage of balls of each color. 

• The spreadsheet of the calculator’s fx-991/CLASSWIZ can be very useful 

when performing the repetitive calculation of relative frequencies when a 

large number of data is available. 

 

SAMPLE SOLUTIONS 
 

A possible set of results of the experiment is shown in the following table: 
 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 TOTAL 

Red balls 25 34 28 26 23 28 164 

White balls 14 9 9 15 11 16 74 

Black balls 11 7 13 9 16 6 62 

TOTAL 50 50 50 50 50 50 300 

 From the data you can calculate the relative frequency of each color and, knowing that the number of balls in the bag 

is 20, you can get the number of balls of each color. 

Adjusting the results, you get 11 red, 5 white and 4 black balls. 

 

A possible set of results of the experiment is shown in the following table: 
 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 TOTAL 

Red Balls 18 19 19 12 20 24 112 

White balls 14 14 15 19 12 18 92 

Black balls 11 11 13 14 15 5 69 

Green balls 7 6 3 5 3 3 27 

TOTAL 50 50 50 50 50 50 300 

 The relative frequency of each color can be calculated from the data: 

In case there were 10 balls in the bag, 4 would be red; 3, white; 2, black and 1, green.

 Frequency Relative Frequency Number of balls 

Red balls 164 0.547 10.94 

White balls 74 0.247 4.94 

Black balls 62 0.206 4.12 

TOTAL 300 1 20 

 

 Frequency Relative Frequency Percent 

Red Balls 112 0.373 37.3 % 

White balls 92 0.307 30.7% 

Black balls 69 0.230 23 % 

Green balls 27 0.090 9 % 

TOTAL 300 1 100 % 
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